1. Approve August 25, 2022 - meeting minutes

2. UUPC meeting updates:
   a. URP 4923 Urban Design Capstone was approved for RI Designation
   b. URP 4910 DIR changed from 3 credits to 1 to 3 credits
   c. URP 4916 were approved as “0” credit DIR
   d. Chemistry BS programs - Added DIR courses to elective lists of BS in Chemistry programs and updated catalog language

3. Undergraduate Research Certificate Updates
   a. The State approved the additional language clarification for Senior Engineering Design Showcase. Engineering already knows that it is now automatic through the DARS system without having the students register for the zero credit IDS 4914 course.

4. UG Research certificate - Petition for waiver/substitution
   a. SCI - substitute Human Morphology and Function 1 for Research Exposure /IFP section (Camila Pacocha)
   b. SCI- Substitute CHM-DIS courses for DIR – (Simon Geneste)
   c. SCI- Substitute HSA4905-DIS courses for DIR (Scarlett Tischer)
   d. Approval of External presentations by OURI (with supported documents)

5. Course submitted for RI Designation:
   a. CHM 2016-1HB Honors General Chemistry 2 – Dr. Tito Sampertegui? - Pending

6. Faculty incentive plan updates:
   a. Lower division IFP courses

Updates:

- Spring 2023 - Support for Faculty teaching RI Designated courses - GRC/CEE application deadline 11/01/2022